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Chicago Heritage Museum and Park
Chicago is one of the most well know cities in the world. �e icon of power for the Midwest United States since the 1800’s. Chicago has a long standing history as the birthplace 
of architectural breakthroughs and this led to some of the most famous architects of the early twentieth century. �e height of Chicago’s fame came during the 20’s and 30’s when 
gangsters like al Capone ran the city and the architects of fame began pushing their buildings upwards into the sky. Steel and glass shaped this city into the power we know today. 
To celebrate this rich past and to highlight the city’s most iconic era the Chicago Heritage Museum and Park was designed.

�is museum is a dedication to the Art Deco period and a combination of iconic buildings found throughout the city. �e exterior shell is comprised of an elegant pattern work 
found in typical art deco buildings. �ese details were found throughout the buildings in this time and were most popular in the railings and the wallpaper. �e interior of this 
Art Deco cube is a park and museum space making this an ideal attraction for audiences of all ages. �e park sits on top of the parking garage allowing visitors to park right in the 
action and experience the unique shadows and photo worthy angles of the atrium they are standing in.

�e museum is a clash against the art deco period and �ts more to Chicago’s current look and style. �is glass cylinder houses sixteen �oors of Chicago’s history. Ranging from 
the great �re, Chicago sports and the arts that has made this iconic city. Hanging wall displays allow for the museum to update as needed, as well as, provide a unique learning 
experience for the guests. �e Chicago Heritage Museum houses a something for everyone who makes the journey up the peninsula just adjacent to the Navy Pier.
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